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1. Introduction

For explanation of the axial rolation of the celestial bodies several hypotheses
are proposed. Shmidt [l] considers the direct rotation of the planets and of
the Sun as a result of the falling meteoric particles upon them' Artemyev
and R adzie vskii [2] assume that the meteoric particles falling on the planet
transfer their positive momentums only and turn it directly about its own
axis, Recently it was discovered, however, that Venus has a retrograde rota-
tion. The planet Uranus is also rotating retrogradely. Alfven considers the axi-
al rotation of the celestial bodies as a result of the action oi magnetic forces.
These hypotheses are not satisfactory and the phenomenou is still a topical
problem. In this paper a new explanation of this phenomenon is proposed.

2. Method and Results

We proceed fronr the iollowirrg original experiment. A homogeneous sphere
with radius r is circulating in an circumference with radius rt lying in a hori-
zanlal plane. The sphere can rotate freely about its own axis perpendicular to
the plarre of the circumference, The system has two degrees of freedom. Let
us designate by O, the initial angular velocity of the circular motion of the
sphere, by Q, the airgular velocity of its circular rnotion at the end of a cer-
tain interval of time lT and by a; the angular velocity oi the proper axial
rotation of the sphere. We observe that

l. At J?r=J2z:'coflstr i. e. at a uniform circular motion a;:0 i tbe sphere
does not rotate about its own axis.

2. At Qr>Qe, i. e. at a decelerate circular motion ar)O; the sphere ob-
tains a direct axial rotation.

3, At J?1<J22, i. e. at an accelerate circular motion ar(O; the sphere
obtains a retrograde axial rotation.

*For open discussion.
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ditticult to see that the axial rotation oi the sphere is caused by
the unequal forces of inertia of the particles of the sphere which
change of the angular velocity of its circular motion. The value

of inertia of the particles of the sphere depend5on their distance
o r the cir c u mrerence 

"+1." :"$,:rl'i:il'.?,T i,'n;,i#a j,.r mo tiorr
oI the sphere can be changed by direct aciion
or by the change of the radius of the
circumference from r, to r".

sphere divides the sphere in two parts: exter-
nal one with mass ml and internal one witlr
mass mz, as shown in Fig. 1. We solve the
problem at r1>r so that we could assume
I7L1: ffio: 7n' A Similar CaSe we have, for
example, at a spherical artifical Earth's satellite.
The part of i'rs orbit limited by the satellite is
alrnost a straight line.

We designate by F" and F1 the resultants
of the particles' forces of inertia of the external
(dashed) and internal hemispheres. We assume
with sufficient accuracy that at r,>r the
fulcrums of the resultants F. and Fi are at

a distance equal io 3lB r f.rom the centre of the sphere. We clesignate the force,
which turns the sphere about its axis (directly at J),),O* as shown in
Fig. 1, and retrogradely at .Ar(Or) by F.

It is irot
the action of
appear at the
of the forces
to the centre

Fig. I

Obviorrsly
(1)
or
(2)

l:: F" * Ft

F md.-(-ma),
where a" and Ai are the tangentialaccelerations of the rnass-cer tres oithe exter-
nal and iriternal hemispheres.

At the change of the angular velocit5r of the circular motion of the sphere
from pL to Q, the linear speed of the mass-centre of the external herui-
sphere changes from 7"r to V"u and that of tbe internal hemisphere from
Vt to Vrr. AI the same time the nrass-centre of the external hemisphere, where
the fulcrum of the force F is forrnally assumed, passes a path S_-5'":*S"r.
Multiplying both parts of (2) by ds and integrating in the above limits we
obtain

Se2 , Ve2 / Viz \ Zel Vir

(3) [na'-l-n[oa'u-(-*.lar\ .*.f ao -r,.[ arl,
r-el I Va \ Vrr I V.z V,, I

o:l (4t-*v'",\ -(mvl -nv?r\'':l\ , 2 l-\ z -=r1'
where .4 is the work of the iorce F in the path S.
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(7)

(8)

The kinetic enersv E of the obtained axial rotation of the sphere is equal

to the work of the f-orce F, i. e' E:A

(5) E--+ x'!!r!
where 2m is the mass ol the sphere. From (4) and (5) we obtain

(6) y{: (v",, - v:r)-(v?1-v1) ;

V er: Q t(rr-t3/Br) | Vez- Q2(rr +3/Er) ;

Vt: d) t(r-3l9r)i Vn: Qr(t r-318r)'

With the above values of 7"r, V.z, Vir and Vn in (6) we obtain

If the change of the angular velocity of the circular motion ol the sphere

is performed bf changing the radius of the circumft rence from 11 to 12, for'
mula (7) takes the form

+ ^ 
:lf {; rrt', r,- ttt, r,ll'

The relations (7) and (8) are valid in an uniform field of . 
gravit-ation.

For a hontogeneoui'spheriiai satellite moving in a non'uniform field of gra'
vitation, howevet, (4) has the iorm

ll / mV?- \ /nv2^ \l f / nv?. \ /mV?" \l I

(e) A: E:l L(?*u;' ) -\'#*u;' )l-l f?*ul/ -\#-rE': ) )1,

where E: and E,^ are the potential energies of the external and in-

ternal hefuispheres "of the satellite. At our labor-atory experinent we have

E2t:222-gt]:Ei2:rngh, so that in this case (9) is reduced to (a).
' ThE totdl endrgy of a homogeneous spherical Earth's satellite moving in

n circular orbit is

n*+ E,:e#* GM2m(+ -+) : cM2m(*-rf 
)

where ^r14 is the mass of the Earth, R is the average radius of the Earth,,.rt
is the distance of the satellite to ttre c:ntre ol the Earth. For such a satellite
passing from one orbit to another one (9) takes the form

zm[2?2 - orw m i{ f (+ - 'rirw) 
- (+ -r6+?rD)]

(r 0)

- [ 
(+ -zr:qtr,) - (+ -#w,) ]] 

|

From (10) we obtain(,,) *^:lh(i#*-z#*y
The total energy of a homogeneous spherical Earth's Satellite moving in

an eliptical orbit is



At the movement of the the satellite in one orbit onlv we should have
ar:az-const, ELf Eo:const and a;:0, i.e. in such a cas! the axial rotation
of the satellite does not depend on its orbital rrotion.

For a homogeneous cylindrical satellite with moment of inertia t:Z*({+f;),
we obtain the followins relation

taj: l-=:--ll aM o'1r-ll,- *: 
{ ;1--.- 4 | \ 4 u r,*- -;T 

- 0 w )l'

E*t Ep

where a is the major semi-axis of the satellite's orbit. In this case we obtain
from (9) in a similar way the following relation:

*':11* ( Gtur GM \l
l\;tr(B/Br), -e-@Bry ) |

1115 | | aM
=1tu) 

'= ll ,*t | -2 ,, -y t0, . \ a;- (3/Br)2

(12)

(13)

ivhere r is the rotational radius of the satellite equal to Hl2, z is the radius
of its cross-section. Passing from one orbit to another the satellite turns as an
aircraft propeller, in the plane of its orbit. (!Ve neglect the precession.)

The formulae (11), (12) and (13) give the angular velocity ot a non-sta-
bilized satellite il in the first orbit,u:0. If in the first (initial) otbit co)0 or
a;(0, formulae (12), and (11) and (13) as well, should be written as follows:

(12a)

where /ro is the increment (positive or negative) of the angular velocity of
the axial rotation of ihe satellite during.a certain interval of. lime lT, during
which a, changes to ar.

As o2>(3/Br)s, formulae (12), and (11) and (12a) as well can be written
in this form

(1 4)

It is known that thelightpressure provokesan essential perturbation of the
orbit of the light spherical satellites at a height )700 km. By suctr a satellite
we could verify fornrula (14), Deterrnining the major semi-axis of its orbit in
the beginning and in the end,of a certain interval of tirue z1T, we calculate
a-l by formula (l  ) and compare ihe result with the increment of ar cluring the
same interval zlT obtained bv formula (15)

(15) -f la:l to,-ool.
where ar, dnd a]z a(e the observed angular velocities of the axial rolation of the
satellite in the beginning and in the end of the same interval AT. The lesuits ob-
tained could be veriiied by a special satellite launched for ihis purpose if it is
possible to change the major semi-axis oi its orbit in desired values.

The relations (7) and (B) could be verified under laboratory conditions.
A synchronous change of the orbital period and the period of the axial

rotation of the second Soviet satellite (1957P) and the last stage of the third
Soviet satellite (1958d1) with the change oi the solar activity has been really
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the rotational period about the cen-
Soviet satellite during its spiral ap'
can be also exPlained bY relation

ed to play a secondarY role here.
satellites moving in the upper atmo'

sDhere."t";i the verification of the relations obtained we must have in mind that

the vect the throug! the

centre o and re [5]' Conse-

quently, ial c

The la (l Pherical satel-
jor semi'axis

650 km, at initial condition ar:O,
h angular velocitY f ar :0.222 radls,
resu-it but with retrograde rotation

this satellite passes irom the higher

oassive flieht of the artificial cos'
i, diiter from the equations of !!e
itris reason we could saY that the

elestial bodies as well. The difference
on the corresPonding moment of

is of the body to the plane of its orbit.
that the rotational motion of sphe'

depend on their advance motion. The c

moiion and that of the rotational mo-
s are considered separately. This state-
linear motion and at uniform circular
n-uniform circular or curvilinear mo-
f inertia of the particles of the body
een taken into account.

al motion. The investigations oi the se

G. Fessenkov the planets of the solar
5 heir Pre-
1 the Pla-
he relation
n. rotation

ed with this Pla-
g to N. should

have a retrograde axial''rotation 'than[s to th I the ve-

iociti.s ot-itE:pitticieJ tgi:Sucr, "n 
explanati tation or
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ere giving a qualitative
which is the base for
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